In conclusion, progress in elucidating the biological the stage of the cell cycle, and other aspects of cellular functions of the recently identified "novel" DNA polymerphysiology, but in any case is expected to be very small. ases indicates roles in TLS and/or single nucleotide BER Hence, a level of accuracy for TLS that is Ͼ90% is for most, if not all of them. The diversity of spontaneous presumably sufficient to protect cells from unreasonable base damage in DNA accommodates the redundancy levels of mutation. This notion is directly borne out by of these polymerases in cells, especially in higher euthe observation that humans who are genetically defeckaryotes. In general, the structures reviewed here sugtive in pol activity suffer from xeroderma pigmentosum gest that an open, solvent-accessible active site may (XP) and are highly susceptible to mutations and cancer be general for low-fidelity polymerases, and the presin skin cells exposed to sunlight (Masutani et al., 2000) . ence of novel domains augers well for models of DNA The ability of pol to support relatively accurate TLS binding that restrict base contacts with substrates in the across thymine dimers is supported by observations active site, but allow nonspecific contacts elsewhere. with other types of base damage (Prakash et al., 2000).
